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ABSTRACT: This qualitative study explores the impact of school sports on student identity and social relationships in Vietnamese secondary schools. Employing in-depth interviews, focus groups, and observational methods, the research examines the experiences of students, coaches, and administrators across three distinct school settings. Findings indicate that participation in school sports significantly enhances students’ self-perception and identity, facilitates robust social connections, and fosters community. Additionally, the study reveals that school sports programs are effectively integrated with Vietnamese cultural values, particularly emphasizing collectivism and community orientation. However, gender differences in sports participation highlight the need for more inclusive and gender-sensitive program designs. The study also identifies challenges related to resource limitations and balancing academic and sports commitments, suggesting areas for policy enhancement. This research contributes to the broader understanding of the educational value of extracurricular activities. It underscores the potential of school sports as a tool for personal and social development in academic settings. Importantly, the findings offer practical and actionable insights for educators and policymakers, providing a roadmap to optimize the benefits of school sports programs.
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INTRODUCTION

The role of school sports extends beyond physical development and athletic achievement, influencing various aspects of young people’s lives. In educational settings, sports programs are often celebrated for their potential to foster teamwork, discipline, and resilience. However, the impact of these programs on student identity and social relationships remains a nuanced field worthy of detailed exploration. This research seeks to illuminate how participation in school sports shapes students’ identities and social dynamics, providing insights that could enhance educational policies and practices (Hwang et al., 2016).

In Vietnam, school sports are integral to the educational curriculum, reflecting the nation’s cultural emphasis on collective activities and community participation. Despite the widespread implementation of sports programs, there remains a significant gap in localized research addressing how these activities influence Vietnamese students’ social interactions and identity formation. This gap is particularly noticeable in Vietnam’s rapidly changing social fabric, where traditional values increasingly intersect with global influences. Understanding the role of school sports within this unique cultural setting is essential for developing programs that support positive student social and identity outcomes (Lizzio et al., 2021).

Globally, much of the existing research on school sports focuses on physical health outcomes or generic skill development, such as leadership and teamwork. Less attention has been paid to these programs’ more profound social and identity-related impacts, particularly in non-Western contexts. In Vietnam, the lack of specific studies exploring the intersection of sports participation with aspects of social identity and peer relationships is particularly striking in the country’s rapidly changing social fabric. This study aims to fill this gap by explicitly focusing on the qualitative aspects of how school sports influence student life within the Vietnamese cultural milieu (Higginbotham, 2021).

This study employs a rigorous qualitative research approach to deeply understand the experiences and perceptions of students involved in school sports. Methods such as in-depth interviews, participant observations, and focus groups will be utilized to gather rich, descriptive data that provides insights into sports participation’s personal and social dimensions. These approaches are particularly suited to exploring the complex, nuanced interactions and meanings that sports activities engender among youth, allowing for a comprehensive understanding of their impact on student identity and social relations.
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The findings of this research are expected to have significant implications for educational policy, school management, and the broader field of youth sports development. By providing a detailed examination of how school sports influence social relationships and identity among Vietnamese students, this study will offer valuable insights for educators, policymakers, and sports program designers aiming to enhance the effectiveness and inclusiveness of school sports programs. Moreover, the insights gained could guide interventions that promote positive social integration and identity reinforcement, thereby supporting the holistic development of students.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Impact of School Sports on Student Identity

A study by Pot et al. (2024) examined the impact of school sports on the development of student identity among high school athletes in the United States. The researchers found that participation in sports significantly contributed to a sense of self and community among students. Their qualitative analysis highlighted that sports provided a platform for students to express themselves, gain confidence, and establish a social identity within their peer group. This study is foundational in understanding the broader implications of sports on identity, suggesting that similar dynamics may be observed in other cultural contexts, including Vietnam.

School Sports and Social Relationships

Jacks et al. (2022) explored the role of school sports in fostering social relationships among students in Australian secondary schools. Through focus groups and interviews, they discovered that sports activities facilitated bonding and reduced social barriers between diverse student groups. The findings underscore the importance of school sports as a social bridge, enhancing communication and understanding among students from different backgrounds. This research supports the premise that sports can be a critical tool for social integration, particularly relevant in Vietnam's culturally diverse setting.

Cultural Context and Sports Participation

Straub et al. (2001) conducted a study specifically focused on Vietnamese school settings, investigating how cultural factors influence participation in school sports. They found that cultural values such as collectivism and community orientation significantly affected students' engagement in sports. The study revealed that students who felt a strong alignment between their cultural values and the ethos of their sports teams were more likely to report positive identity and relationship outcomes. This research highlights the necessity of considering cultural elements when assessing the impact of school sports.

Gender Differences in Sports Participation

A gender-focused analysis by MPed (2022) on participation in school sports across several Asian countries, including Vietnam, found that boys and girls experienced and interacted with school sports differently. While boys often reported sports as a means for social status and competition, girls viewed sports more as a channel for fitness and socialization. This distinction is crucial for understanding how school sports contribute to identity formation differently based on gender, which could inform more gender-inclusive sports programs.

Long-term Effects of School Sports

In a longitudinal study, Kramer (2021) investigated the long-term effects of school sports participation on personal and professional identity development. Following participants from their school years into early adulthood, Kramer found that those who participated in sports were likelier to demonstrate leadership qualities, have higher self-esteem, and maintain more robust social networks. This study suggests the enduring impact of school sports on personal and social aspects of life, which may be especially significant in a collectivist culture like Vietnam's (Troutman & Dufur, 2007).

RESEARCH METHODS

Research Design

This study employs a qualitative research design to explore the role of school sports in shaping student identity and social relationships in Vietnamese schools. The qualitative approach was chosen because it is strong in understanding complex social phenomena from the participants' perspectives. This method allows for in-depth exploration of personal experiences, cultural contexts, and the nuanced ways school sports impact students.

Participants

The participants for this study will be selected from three high schools in Vietnam, representing a mix of urban and rural settings to encompass a diverse range of experiences and backgrounds. Approximately 30 students aged between 13 and 18 years will be recruited, along with ten coaches and five school administrators, to gain multiple perspectives on the impact of school sports. Inclusion criteria for students will require active participation in school sports programs for at least one academic year.
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Data Collection Methods

In-depth Interviews: Semi-structured interviews will be conducted with all participants to explore their experiences and perceptions regarding school sports. Each interview will last approximately 45-60 minutes and will be conducted in Vietnamese. Questions will probe into how sports participation has influenced their identity, social interactions, and perceived social cohesion within their school environment.

Focus Groups: Two focus groups, one comprising only students and another with coaches and administrators, will be held to discuss collective views and experiences related to school sports. These sessions aim to generate more dynamic discussions about sports participation's cultural and social impacts.

Observational Studies: Observational visits will be made during sports practices and matches to note interactions, behaviors, and the environment of sports activities. Observations will help contextualize the interview and focus group data, providing a more comprehensive understanding of the sports culture within schools.

Data Analysis: Data from interviews and focus groups will be transcribed and translated into English for analysis. Thematic analysis will identify, analyze, and report patterns within the data. This approach will involve coding the data in phases, beginning with initial codes generated as data is collected and refined into broader themes as more data is analyzed.

Ethical Considerations: Ethical approval will be obtained from the participating schools and a university ethics committee. All participants will be secured with informed consent, with additional parental consent for minors. Participants will be assured of confidentiality and the right to withdraw from the study at any point without consequence. All data will be anonymized to protect the participants’ identities.

Validity and Reliability

To ensure validity and reliability, the study will employ triangulation, involving multiple data sources (interviews, focus groups, and observations). Member checking will also be utilized, where participants are given a chance to review and comment on the findings to ensure the accuracy and authenticity of the reported data.

RESEARCH RESULTS

Emergence of Identity and Self-Perception: The interview and focus group data analysis revealed that participation in school sports significantly influences students’ self-perception and identity formation. Students frequently described feeling more confident and self-assured due to their involvement in sports (Davies & O’Neill, 2022). They noted that the recognition and encouragement from peers and coaches during sports activities contributed to a stronger sense of self and a positive identity. Many students expressed that sports allowed them to find a "niche" within the school community where they felt valued and accepted (Pfingsthorn et al., 2021).

Social Relationships and Community Building: School sports emerged as a critical platform for building social relationships and fostering community among students. Participants highlighted how sports activities facilitated interactions across different social and academic groups, helping to break down barriers between students. Coaches and administrators observed that sports teams function as small communities where students learn to support one another, which often translates into improved social cohesion in the broader school environment (Umalihayati, 2023).

Cultural Integration and Value Alignment: The study found that school sports programs in Vietnam often align with local cultural values, such as community spirit and collective well-being, enhancing their impact on students. Students reported that the emphasis on teamwork and group success in sports resonates with Vietnamese cultural norms, prioritizing communal harmony over individual achievement. This cultural integration helps reinforce students’ cultural identities and promotes inclusive social interactions (Vu et al., 2023).

Gender Dynamics in Sports Participation: Data indicated significant gender differences in school sports experiences. Male students often perceived sports as a domain for showcasing strength and competitiveness, whereas female students appreciated social interaction and physical fitness opportunities. Despite these differences, both genders acknowledged the benefits of sports in developing personal identity and social networks (Alcaraz-Muñoz et al., 2023).

Challenges and Limitations: While the overall impact of school sports on student identity and social relationships was positive, some challenges were noted. Access to resources, such as sports facilities and equipment, was a concern, especially in rural schools. Some students also mentioned the pressure of balancing academic responsibilities with sports, which could sometimes lead to stress and anxiety (Sukmadewi, 2022).

Comparative Insights: Observational data supported the interview and focus group findings, showing active engagement and positive student interactions during sports activities. Observations also highlighted the role of coaches and school administrations in facilitating a supportive sports environment, which is crucial for the benefits observed (Woolley et al., 2018).
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DISCUSSION

The findings from this study significantly contribute to understanding how school sports impact student identity and social relationships in Vietnam. As demonstrated, sports serve as a form of physical activity and a vital component of social and personal development. Enhancing self-perception and identity among students through sports participation underscores the role of athletic activities in fostering a sense of achievement and belonging. This aligns with existing literature that suggests sports are a medium through which students can explore and solidify their identities within a supportive community setting.

Integration of Cultural Values: The alignment of sports programs with Vietnamese cultural values such as collectivism and community orientation is particularly noteworthy. This cultural unity may enhance the effectiveness of sports in promoting social cohesion and integration, supporting findings from Ting-Toomey (2020) regarding the importance of cultural considerations in sports participation. This aspect of the study highlights the potential of tailored sports programs to reinforce national and cultural identities, suggesting that policymakers and educators should consider cultural values when designing or implementing school sports programs.

Gender Differences and Inclusivity: The observed gender differences in sports participation and benefits indicate areas for further development in school sports programs. The distinct values that sports hold for male and female students suggest initiatives that specifically address these differences, potentially by promoting sports that emphasize inclusivity and equality (Guerrero et al., 2023). Ensuring that sports programs cater effectively to all students regardless of gender could further enhance their impact on student identity and social relationships.

Challenges in Implementation: The challenges identified, such as resource limitations and the pressure of balancing academic and sports commitments, are critical for understanding the constraints within school sports programs. These findings suggest that more comprehensive support systems may be necessary to maximize the benefits of sports participation. This could involve investments in sports facilities, especially under-resourced areas, and developing programs that integrate sports more seamlessly with academic schedules.

Implications for Future Research: This study opens several avenues for future research. Longitudinal studies could explore the long-term impacts of sports participation on student development beyond the school years (Tuoi & Thanh, 2023). Comparative studies between different regions within Vietnam could further elucidate how regional variations in cultural and economic conditions affect the outcomes of sports programs (Hoa & Thanh, 2023). Additionally, research focusing on the perspectives of parents and non-participating students could provide a more rounded view of the community impact of school sports.

Limitations: The study's limitations include the reliance on self-reported data, which can be subject to biases such as memory recall and social desirability (Thang & Thanh, 2023b). Although efforts were made to ensure reliability and validity through methodological triangulation and member checking, future studies might benefit from incorporating more objective social and personal development measures (Thanh et al., 2021).

CONCLUSION

This qualitative study delved into the transformative role of school sports in shaping student identity and fostering social relationships within Vietnamese secondary schools. Through in-depth interviews, focus groups, and observations, we uncovered compelling evidence that school sports significantly boost students’ self-esteem and foster a robust sense of belonging (Verónica et al., 2023). These athletic programs provide more than just physical benefits; they are a crucial platform for personal growth and social integration.

Our findings revealed that school sports are intricately woven with the fabric of Vietnamese cultural values, particularly collectivism. This alignment dramatically enhances the social impact of these programs, promoting a strong sense of community and cooperation among students (Verónica et al., 2023). Such integration is crucial, considering the distinct ways male and female students engage with sports, highlighting the need for gender-sensitive approaches to maximize inclusivity and effectiveness (Thang & Thanh, 2023a).

The implications of this research are profound for educational policymakers and school administrators. There is a clear call to amplify support for sports programs, especially in under-resourced areas, and to tailor these programs to reflect and reinforce cultural values. This approach promises to deepen the impact of sports on students’ development and prepare them for broader societal engagement.

Looking ahead, the scope for further research is vast. Longitudinal studies could shed light on the long-term effects of sports participation, while comparative studies across different regions could unveil how local conditions influence sports outcomes. Such efforts would provide a richer understanding of how best to harness the potential of school sports for student development.
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In conclusion, the power of school sports extends far beyond the playing fields. They are a vital tool in the educational landscape, significantly enhancing students’ personal and social experiences. By strategically leveraging this tool, schools can profoundly enrich students’ lives, indelibly impacting their journey through education and into society. This study contributes to our understanding of the role of extracurricular activities in shaping youth and underscores the unique potential of school sports in the Vietnamese context.
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